Any resemblance to living persons is purely intentional. Tonight, the students, and not the professors, have a captive audience. The result should be entertaining, for the skits are produced in a spirit of fun. Imitation in various forms is still a form of flattery! The sayings and mannerisms you see are but a part of the endless series of tales that surround the law school. Look closely--perhaps you, too, are a legend!
ORDER OF APPEARANCE

LAW WIVES CLUB
"House Divided"

Moderator
Bailiff
Judge
Prosecuting Attorney
Defense Attorney
Housewife
Children
Charwoman
Sexy Student
Jury Foreman
Jury

Ann Todd
Mary Ellen Moreno
Pat McConnell
Rene Fitzgerald
Linda Henslee
Mary Sue Hitt
Patsy Greenberg
Sylvia Neill
Dorothy Moore
Shirley Berry
Sue Santiesteban
Mary Alice Black
Helen Cook
Barbara Mills
Sharon McCullough
Betty Joe Hibler
La Verne Irby
Sally Harper

Script by: Peggy Brandon
Helen Ann Alworth

PHI ALPHA DELTA
"The Fairest One of All"

"Scratch" Satan
"Porky" Johnson
"Landlord" Fritz
"Stummey" Stumberg
"Loving Lonnie" Zweiner
"Tax" Morrison
"Leaping Leon" Lebowitz
"Buck" Bailey
"Deano" Keeton
"Inferential" Hodges
"Coach" Wright

Sam McDaniel
John Jefferson
Tom McDade
John Clark
Charles McClure
Ronnie Yeager
John McQuigg
Taylor Gandy
Trueett Hull
Walter Long
Dough Wadsworth

Script by: Ronnie Yeager and the Little Red Devils
Ditty: Rogers and Hammerstein (with alterations)
FRESHMAN CLASS (The JackAsses)

"The Negligent Seven," or,  
"The Law School that Became a Shrine"

(A Play in One, Short, Sweet Act)

William "But For" Keeton, Commander of the Ruined Band
John Earl Bagley

"Highpockets" Duke Wright, alias Davy Crockett, alias John Wayne
Tom Connally

"Justiciability" Jed Aristotle
Buzzy Miller

"Tex" Moorhead, the Unilateral Ranger
Jack Harper

"Semicolon" Tom Gibson, the Sheepherder Citator
Lon Tuck

"Slasher" Stayton as Jim Bowie
Ralph Walsh

Billy (The Kid) Fritz, alias One-eyed Jack, the Method Murderer
Barry Stone

Moderator and Director
Sid Stover

Script by: Kurth Sprague

PRAETORS

"Meeting of the U. T. Security Council  
at Lake Cesspoll"

Narrator
Dick Young
Oddly Stumberg
Bill Harris
Buck Nasser
De Witt Alsup
Pete Lowsocks
Bob Arthur
Gus Gromyko
Volt Irby
Hopping Henry Wilkinson
Terry Kendall
U. A. W. Oberer
George Christie
Hubert Winston Belli
Bill Ebben
Hubert Winston Belli
Johnnie Van Meter
Porky Kasavubu
Fred Hull
Leaping Leon Lumumba
Jack Borchers
Nikita Keeton
Don Ham
Oliver Wendell Witherspoon
Bob Young
Dag Hammarfritz

Script by: Gerald Summerford, Minor Pounds, Doyle Curry
WOIffiN STUDEITTS MINUS NINE
"The Misfits"

Peggy Walsleban
Wanda Craemer
Suzanne Waters
Ann Sizemore
Ann Gann
Sally Spears
Marilyn Phelan

Script by: Sally Spears

R. D'OYLY CARTE presents

THE BUTTERCUP CASE, or, "The Lass Who Loved a Lawyer"
An Entirely Original Comic Opera in Three Acts
written by W. S. and G. Gooch Gilbert
composed by Arthur Sullivan
Starring the Phi Delta Phi Plus One Players
Music under the Direction of Richard and Norman Rogers

Bruce Harrington (Narrator) Jim Johnson (Gus Hodges/Leon Lebowitz)
Mal Harris (Bailiff) Geo. Hagle (Buck Bailey/Ernie Goldstein)
Ewing Werlein, Jr. (Judge) Jack Ratliff (Jerre Williams/ Bill Huie)
Jay Elston (Dean Green) Larry Haile (Millard Ruud/ George Stumberg)
Bob Malinak (Dean Keeton) George Kazen (Hubert Winston Smith)
Mike Brimble (Wayne Thode) George Chapman (Henry Wilkinson/ Keith Morrison)
Frank Giesber (Attendant) Tully Flórey (Walter Oberer/ Bill Fritz)
Lee Chagra (Attendant) Elmo Johnson (Dean Gibson)

Ellen Belcher as Sally Buttercup

Miss Belcher's gowns by Dior Mr. Werlein's Suits by Robert Hall
Sets by Lyndon & Elmo Johnson Make-up by Dorothy Smith
Understudy to Miss Belcher: Chas. Wolfram

The characters portrayed in this classic are purely ficticious,
and a resemblance to persons living or dead is purely coincidental.
No humans could be like those so designated by parentheses.
DELTA THETA PHI in

"The Unmentionables"

"Ditty Billy" Fritz:
"Laughing Leon" Lebovitz:
"Shaky Buck" Bailey:
Charlie Wright:
"Big Daddy" Smith:
"Short Arms" Keeton:
"Thunderjet" Gibson:
"Jersey Joe" Witherspoon:
Elliott "Porky" Ness:
"Eligible" Sutton:
"Gordo Zoch" "Narrator:
Music:
Lebovitz Students:
Lights:
Choruses:
Cloque:
Script:

FACULTY

"Students Who Will Never Be Missed"

Leon Lebovitz
Gus Hodges
Bill Fritz
Corwin Johnson
Dean Keeton
Lois Grant
Walter Oberer
Keith Morrison

Pianist: Mrs. Gus Hodges
Script: Leon Lebovitz et al.
With a hand from: Gilbert & Sullivan